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Purpose 
Curriculum Vitae  vs Resume 

 Promotion and tenure, 
grants, specialist positions, 
awards, etc. 

 

 To get an interview or 
employment 

•Personal Marketing Tool 

•Create such an impression on the employer that they 
will not be able to turn you down for an interview 

 

 



Curriculum Vitae 
3 pages or more 

Comprehensive 
biographical statement 

Emphasizes 
qualifications and 
activities 

  

  

  

Only 1 page 

Brief  description of 
most important events 

Education, Experiences 
& Skills 

  

Resume 

  
◦Differences between CV & Resume: 

 



Ways to writing your CV or Resume 

REVERSE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER     FUNCTIONAL/SKILL BASED 

https://www.butte.edu/departments/jpce/reverse_chrono_
resumes.html 

http://www.samplesresume.net/12572/20-skills-in-resume-
example/ 



The Golden 5 Cs 
 Clear 

◦ Clear and Separate heading/sections 

 Concise: summarize and highlight 
◦ Emphasis: Bolding, italics, all CAPS. No underlining 

◦ Bulleted Statements  

◦ Action-oriented verbs such as organised, delivered, accomplished, achieved 

 Consistent  
◦ do not mix categories and dates 

 Complete   
◦ includes everything you need in a CV 

◦ Include only what is relevant in the resume 

 Current – Up-to-date 

  
 



 Format:  
◦ no 'correct' format BUT Guidelines vary depending on country and profession 

 Printing:  
◦ Use neutral, professional résume paper 

 Font:  
◦ Size: 10-12,  

◦ Standard Style: Times new roman or Arial  

  

 Balance white space and text 

  

Style & Appearance 



DOs         and       DONTs  
Include recent & relevant 
experience (paid or voluntary) 

List your skills & achievements 

Back up with evidence 

Include a statement about your 
career aspirations & what you have 
to offer the employer. 

Be honest but positive 

Proof-read  for spelling, 
punctuation, grammar & meaning. 

Do it in a rush. 

Leave gaps in employment. 

Lie. 

Include irrelevant personal 
details such as marital status. 

Simply write a list of duties 
under work experience 
(remember you are selling 
yourself!). 

Use flashy or large font. 



Picture 

Date of birth and place of birth 

 Nationality 

 Marital Status 

Gender 

Race 

Related Coursework 

Extensive list of hobbies  

 Especially if you only did them once! 

Languages where you only know a few words 

Unsupported activities 

Unprofessional emails 

To include     or     Not To Include ? 
Contact information 

 Full name 

 Permanent mailing address 

 E-mail address 

 Phone numbers 

Education 

Honors and Awards 

Professional Experience (employment) 

Publications and presentations 

Extracurricular and volunteer 
experience 

 

Optional 



•    If you have post-graduate qualifications, don't highlight the 
subject matter—it may be important to you as an applicant, but 
your employer will be interested in the generic skills that you 
learnt and how you can apply them to other situations, and how 
you frame and solve problems by consulting and working with 
others. 
 
•    Commercial employers are impressed by people who get 
things gone on time and within budget, without upsetting other 
people. 

Industry vs. Academic jobs: 



Country-specific CV requirements 

USA 
EUROPE & ELSEWHERE 

 US law prevents employers from 
asking for any information that 
could be discriminatory unless 
revealed first by the applicant 

 Date of birth and place of birth 

  Nationality 

  Marital Status 

 Passport Picture 



Preparing and Adjusting your CV or Resume 

 Start preparing your CV TODAY:  
◦ it is never too early  

◦ update as you go 

 Fine-tune your CV before each submission 

 Highlight relevant qualifications 
◦ Be selective according to the job 

 Always send with a letter of application  or Cover Letter 
◦ Opportunity for persuasion 

◦ Always keep this letter as short and concise as possible (never more than a 
single page) 

  



 •    Many applicants tend to send a cover note saying that they'd like to 
apply for the position, accompanied by a generic CV. 

       An application should demonstrate that some thought has been 
given to what the position is about and what the employer needs from 
the applicant. 

       A generic CV is fine, but the cover letter should interpret the position 
at the highest level and explain how the applicant will address what the 
employer is looking for. 

       Interpretation of the position requires taking a gamble to an extent, 
but to better understand a position, try to contact someone in the 
organisation who can explain what is required, or someone who has 
worked in a comparable position. 

  



“Life after graduate school” – the learning curve can be steep 









Rather, you should: 
 
 - “Brand yourself” in a positive way – so 
you stand out from the other applicants. 
 
 - “Name drop” – who you know can 
make a difference. 
 





      Interviews are often short. They are not 
the place to be getting basic information 
about a job. You should be using the time to 
impress your prospective employer and 
learn more about the position, culture and 
people you may be working with. 
•    Don't ramble when giving responses. 
 



  If asked to give a presentation, ensure 
that you address the topic proposed, and 
use the presentation to highlight your 
strengths and what you can bring to the 
position and organisation. 
 
 



    •   It surprises me how many applicants 
will criticise their current boss or colleagues. 
This doesn't impress anyone. 
      However, to describe the working style of 
a boss or colleague and how you have 
considered and adapted to their style to 
influence and get things done would 
impress.. 



    •  Although people read about big ego CEOs, the 
reality of the ordinary workplace in the commercial 
world is that it is a very group and team orientated 
workplace. 
•    Many applicants have very little appreciation of the 
importance of people and their behaviour in the 
workplace. Anybody who has had to manage staff will 
understand how important this is. Applicants with a 
scientific background are usually worst in this regard. 



   •    Scientists think that their value to an organisation is derived 
from their technical ability. Early in their career, this is true but, 
very quickly, organisations are expecting employees to 
demonstrate that they can contribute to the organisation by 
working with and through other people. 
      It will impress a potential employer if an applicant shows 
some appreciation of this. Things to highlight are examples of 
how the applicant achieved things by good communication, 
working with and influencing others to achieve things. 
      -     Many companies are global and work in global teams. This 
requires very good personal communication and remote 
communication skills.  

















•   Many applicants have not taken the trouble to do any background 
research on the organisation. This should be done before the interview to 
demonstrate interest in the organisation and to help one frame questions 
for the interview panel. Product profiles and stock market news searches 
are useful. 
      If someone has not done any background checks, it rather suggests 
they are not sufficiently interested in the position or tend to be ill-
prepared for meetings. Neither is good for an employer. 
      Also, if you are applying for a job in a new location or country, moving 
away from friends and family, it would be silly not to be sure that you are 
going to like the job you are applying for, and the area to which you are 
moving. 

  























      -     The personality and work patterns of the applicant 
      -     The motivation and aspirations of the applicant 
      -     Does the applicant have the intelligence and demeanor for 
further internal and external training 

      -     The qualifications and experience of the applicant... these 
are regarded as basics and will be assessed at the CV screening 
stage. Little time is spent on them during interview except to learn 
about apparent gaps in work history, and what applicants learnt 
from their previous positions in relation to problem solving, their 
strengths and weaknesses, areas for development, and their 
preferred working style. 

What Companies look for: 





• Ask about future company projects, 
the future of the industry, 
challenges associated with the job 













? 

















  

◦Dos and don’ts of a ‘teaching’ presentation: 
 

◦Do be enthusiastic & speak clearly! 

 

◦Do interact with the audience. 

 

◦Don’t stand and talk to the screen. 

 

◦Don’t mumble or be timid. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 





Take your passion 

and make it happen 



  

◦Publish or Perish? 
 

 

 
 


